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Tuesday, March 7, 2017 
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting 
Meeting began – 11:00 am Mountain/AZ 
 
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Suzanne Mrozak (Arnold Arboretum); Patric Harper (Gulf Coast Phenology 
Trail);  

Celebrate an achievement! 
- Patric – Phenology intern Carly is rolling. Small meeting with habitat steward group, which Carly led. They did a 

quick trail walk, looked at plants, and explained Nature’s Notebook/phenology. Leading up to the workshop they 
will host in two weeks (18th) at the Mississippi Sandhill Crane Refuge. 4-hour workshop for interested volunteers. 
Specialized site, with volunteer  

- Suzanne – in the last two weeks have trained 28 new people. 12 people from last year take a refresher class. Not 
all will participate, but at least they have access. They observe specific trees at the Arnold Arboretum. This 
generates lots of interest in the program. The lab is now using the information that is being collected – grad 
students (see below). 2nd full year of this program. People who have made 2 or more visits = 40. Very regular 
committment. Over 200 people trained.  

Discussion Topic: Keeping volunteers engaged 
Facebook 

- Facebook groups getting a lot of traction with the volunteer groups and communities. Posting pictures of 
phenology happenings, sharing events, courses, trainings, and other public phenology programs. People can 
share what they are seeing on the marked trees for others who are coming to observe the following week.  

- Can post other things from NPN or other citizen science info 
- Drawback is that everyone doesn't use facebook but those who it really get a lot out of it.  
- Groups that I know about: Arnold Arboretum Tree Spotters (Boston); Conservancy Phenology Group 

(Phoenix). Do a search on Facebook for them. These are really good groups who post a lot of content for their 
members – you might take a look at what they have on their feed and follow their examples. 

 
Connection to researchers and local data users 

- Grad students are actually using the data locally at the Arboretum – nice to see that the people they are helping. 
They invited them to the workshop so that the volunteers could meet the young scientists. Really demonstrates 
how valuable the volunteers are to the program. Everyone who gets trained from now on knows exactly who they 
are helping.  

 
Programs that are related to phenology 

- Seasonal programs offered, like leaf color, breaking buds, etc. Then they offer workshops for NN to the people 
who attend those public program. Can also update people on the data, and projects.  

- Social activities also – offered between training classes. Gives them a sense of who is planning to participate this 
year.  

- Simple videos to advertise what you are doing or what you would like to do! Explains the program and the 
expectations before they sign up, so they know what they are in for from the get go.  

 
Have an engagement plan 

- Make sure that everything is documented so that if there is transition in staff 
- Tracking volunteer engagement is also useful.  
- Need a point person to manage the volunteers, whether a staff or a volunteer coordinator.  
- Set expectations for volunteers from the start, including time commitments, etc.  
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Discussion Topic: What to do with this group? Keep calls, with theme, and add discussion 
board?  

- Set up a google group/project management space for communication in between calls, that way more people can 
engage with calendar and files 

- People can participate as they have time then 
- LA will create a google group and we can try it for the next year, see how we do, and if we need to change next 

year, can do! Want to keep it effective for you all as participants.  

TAKE AWAYS:  
- Consider phasing out the listserv since we really only push info to it 
- Critical volunteer engagement elements: 

o Science/research/management question being used locally 
o Maintain buy in from the site staff 
o Person organizing volunteers (paid or volunteer staff) and managing trainings, engagement, social 

activities 
o Recruit ~10-20 volunteers per program – if there is more than one site in your region, consider having 2-5 

people who are actively engaged 
o Include other methods of recruitment and engagemement like facebook 

Action items 
- LA to set up google community for our small group. We can communicate in between calls 
- Schedule monthly calls (return to 3rd Friday of every month) for people who still want to have an “in person” 

conversation 
 
 
Thanks everyone! 
 
Meeting Adjourned – 12:01 pm Mountain/AZ time. 


